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ABSTRACT

We combine Gaia data release 1 astrometry with Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS)
images taken some ∼ 10 − 15 years earlier, to measure proper motions of stars in the
halo of our Galaxy. The SDSS-Gaia proper motions have typical statistical errors of
2 mas/yr down to r ∼ 20 mag, and are robust to variations with magnitude and
colour. Armed with this exquisite set of halo proper motions, we identify RR Lyrae,
blue horizontal branch (BHB), and K giant stars in the halo, and measure their net
rotation with respect to the Galactic disc. We find evidence for a gently rotating
prograde signal (hVφ i ∼ 5 − 25 km s−1 ) in the halo stars, which shows little variation
with Galactocentric radius out to 50 kpc. The average rotation signal for the three
populations is hVφ i = 14 ± 2 ± 10 (syst.) km s−1 . There is also tentative evidence for
a kinematic correlation with metallicity, whereby the metal richer BHB and K giant
stars have slightly stronger prograde rotation than the metal poorer stars. Using the
Auriga simulation suite we find that the old (T > 10 Gyr) stars in the simulated
halos exhibit mild prograde rotation, with little dependence on radius or metallicity,
in general agreement with the observations. The weak halo rotation suggests that the
Milky Way has a minor in situ halo component, and has undergone a relatively quiet
accretion history.
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INTRODUCTION

Dark matter haloes have spin. This net angular momentum
is acquired by tidal torquing in the early universe (Peebles
1969; Doroshkevich 1970; White 1984), and is later modified
and shaped by the merging and accretion of substructures
(e.g. Frenk et al. 1985; Catelan & Theuns 1996; Bullock
et al. 2001; Gardner 2001; Vitvitska et al. 2002; Peirani et al.
2004; D’Onghia & Navarro 2007). The acquisition and distribution of angular momenta in haloes is intimately linked
to the evolution of the galaxies at their centres. Indeed, the
relationship between halo spin and disc/baryonic spin is a
fundamental topic in galaxy formation, and has been studied extensively in the literature (e.g. van den Bosch et al.
2002; Sharma & Steinmetz 2005; Zavala et al. 2008; Bett
?
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et al. 2010; Deason et al. 2011b; Teklu et al. 2015; Zavala
et al. 2016).
Initially, the angular momentum of the galaxy and the
dark matter halo can be very well aligned. However, material is continually accreted onto the outer parts of the
halo, which can alter its net angular momentum. Hence,
while the galaxy and the halo often have aligned angular
momentum vectors near their centers, they can be significantly misaligned at larger radii (e.g. Bett et al. 2010; Deason
et al. 2011b; Gómez et al. 2017b). Furthermore, major mergers can cause drastic “spin flips” in both the dark matter
angular momenta and the central baryonic component (Bett
& Frenk 2012; Padilla et al. 2014).
It is clear that the net spin of haloes is critically linked
to their merger histories, and thus their stellar haloes could
provide an important segue between the angular momenta
of the central baryonic disc and the dark matter halo. A
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large fraction of the halo stars in our Galaxy are the tidal
remnants of destroyed dwarfs. Hence, to first order, the spin
of the Milky Way stellar halo represents the net angular
momentum of all of its past (stellar) accretion events.
The search for a rotation signal in the Milky Way halo
dates back to the seminal work by Frenk & White (1980).
The authors used line-of-sight velocities of the Galactic globular cluster system to infer a prograde (i.e. aligned with the
disc) rotation signal of Vrot ∼ 60 km s−1 . A prograde signal,
with Vrot ∼ 40 − 60 km s−1 , in the (halo) globular cluster
system has also been seen in several later studies (e.g. Zinn
1985; Norris 1986; Binney & Wong 2017). However, the situation for the halo stars is far less clear. While most studies
agree that the overall rotation speed of the stellar halo is
probably weak and close to zero (Gould & Popowski 1998;
Sirko et al. 2004; Smith et al. 2009; Deason et al. 2011a;
Fermani & Schönrich 2013b; Das et al. 2016), there is some
evidence for a kinematic correlation between metal-rich and
metal-poor populations (Deason et al. 2011a; Kafle et al.
2013; Hattori et al. 2013) and/or different rotation signals
in the inner and outer halo (Carollo et al. 2007, 2010).
An apparent kinematic dichotomy in the stellar halo
(either inner vs. outer, or metal-rich vs. metal-poor) could
be linked to different formation mechanisms. For example,
state-of-the-art hydrodynamical simulations find that a significant fraction of the stellar haloes in the inner regions
of Milky Way mass galaxies likely formed in situ, and are
more akin (at least kinematically) to a puffed up disc component (Zolotov et al. 2009; Font et al. 2011; Pillepich et al.
2015). Thus, one would expect a stronger prograde rotation
signal in the inner and/or metal-rich regions of the Milky
Way stellar halo (McCarthy et al. 2012), and this theoretical scenario could account for the kinematic differences
seen in the observations. However, as the detailed examination by Fermani & Schönrich (2013b) shows, apparent
kinematic signals depending on distance and/or metallicity
can be wrongly inferred due to contamination in the halo
star samples and/or systematic errors in the distance estimates to halo stars. Moreover, our observational inferences
and comparisons with simulations should (but often do not)
take into account the type of stars used to trace the halo.
For example, commonly used tracers such as blue horizontal
branch (BHB) and RR Lyrae (RRL) stars are biased towards
old, metal-poor stellar populations, and this can affect the
halo parameters we derive (see e.g. Xue et al. 2011; Janesh
et al. 2016).
So far, our examination of the kinematics of distant
halo stars has been almost entirely based on one velocity
component. For large enough samples over a wide area of
sky, kinematic signatures such as rotation can be teased out
using line-of-sight velocities alone. However, at larger and
larger radii this line-of-sight component gives less and less
information on the azimuthal velocities of the halo stars.
Moreover, the presence of cold structures in line-of-sight velocity space (Schlaufman et al. 2009) can also bias results. It
is clearly more desirable to infer a direct rotation estimate
from the 3D kinematics of the stars. Studies of distant halo
stars with proper motion measurements are scarce (Deason
et al. 2013; Koposov et al. 2013; Sohn et al. 2015, 2016), but
this limitation will become a distant memory as we enter
the era of Gaia.
Gaia is an unprecedented astrometric mission that will

measure proper motions for hundreds of millions of stars in
our Galaxy. In this contribution, we exploit the first data release of Gaia (DR1, Gaia Collaboration et al. 2016) to measure the net rotation of the Milky Way stellar halo. Although
the first Gaia data release does not contain any proper motions, we combine the exquisite astrometry of DR1 with
the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) images taken some
∼ 10 − 15 years earlier to provide a stable and robust catalog of proper motions. Halo star tracers that have previously
been identified in the literature are cross-matched with this
new proper motion catalog to create a sample of halo stars
with 2/3D kinematics.
The paper is arranged as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the SDSS-Gaia proper motion catalogue and investigate the statistical and systematic uncertainties in these
measurements using spectroscopically confirmed QSOs. Our
halo star samples are described in Section 3, and we provide
further validation of our proper motion measurements by
comparison with models and observations of the Sagittarius
stream in Section 4. In Section 5, we introduce our rotating stellar halo model and apply a likelihood analysis to
RRL, BHB and K giant halo star samples. We compare our
results with state-of-the-art simulations in Section 6, and reevaluate our expectations for the stellar halo spin. Finally,
we summarise our main conclusions in Section 7.

2

SDSS-GAIA PROPER MOTIONS

The aim of this work is to infer the average rotation signal
of the Galactic halo using a newly calibrated SDSS-Gaia
catalog. This catalog (described below) is robust to systematic biases, which is vital in order to measure a rotation
signal. Indeed, even with large proper motion errors (of
order the size of the proper motions themselves!), with
large enough samples distributed over the sky, the rotation
signal can still be recovered provided that the errors are
largely random rather than systematic.
The details of the creation of the recalibrated SDSS astrometric catalogue and measurement of SDSS-Gaia proper
motions will be described in a separate paper (Koposov 2017
in preparation), but here we give a brief summary of the procedure.
In the original calibration of the astrometry of SDSS
sources, exposed in detail by Pier et al. (2003), there are
two key ingredients. The first is the mapping between pixel
coordinates on the CCD (x, y) and the coordinates corrected for the differential chromatic refraction and distortion of
the camera (x0 , y 0 ) (see Eqn. 5-10 in Pier et al. 2003). The
second is the mapping between (x0 , y 0 ) and the great circle
coordinates on the sky (µ, ν) aligned with the SDSS stripe
(Eqn. 9, 10, 13, 14 of Pier et al. 2003). The first transformation does not change strongly with time, requires only a few
free parameters and is well determined in SDSS. However,
the second transformation that describes the scanning of the
telescope, how non-uniform it is and how it deviates from a
great circle, as well as the behaviour of anomalous refraction
is much harder to measure. In fact, the anomalous refraction
and its variation at small timescales is the most dominant
effect limiting the quality of SDSS astrometry (see Fig. 13
of Pier et al. 2003). The reason why those systematic effects
MNRAS 000, 1–16 (2017)
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α̂SDSS = αGaia − hµα (hpx, g − i, i)iδT

(1)

where δT is the timespan between Gaia and SDSS observation of a given star, hpx is the HEALPix pixel number of
the star and g − i, and i are colors and magnitudes of the
star. With those positions (α̂SDSS , δ̂SDSS ) computed for all
the stars with both SDSS and Gaia measurements we redetermine the astrometric mapping in SDSS between (x0 , y 0 )
pixel coordinates and on the sky great circle (µ, ν) coordinates by using a flexible spline model. There are many more
stars available in Gaia DR1 compared to the UCAC catalog, so in the model we are able to much better describe
the anomalous refraction along the SDSS scans and, therefore, noticeably reduce the systematic uncertainties of the
astrometric calibration. Furthermore, as a final step of the
calibration, we also utilise the galaxies observed by Gaia and
SDSS to remove any residual large scale astrometric offsets
in the calibrated SDSS astrometry. With the SDSS astrometry recalibrated, the SDSS-Gaia proper motions are then
simply obtained from the Gaia positions and their recalibrated position in SDSS.
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Figure 1. Left panel: The distribution of measured proper motions of SDSS DR12 spectroscopically confirmed QSOs. We find
very similar distributions for µα and µδ (also µ` and µb ), so for
simplicity we use both proper motion measurements in this plot
(i.e. µ = [µα , µδ ]). Top right panel: A histogram of the time
baseline between first epoch SDSS and second epoch Gaia measurements (∆T ). Middle right panel: Median proper motion of
QSOs as a function of time baseline. The median µα and µδ values are shown with the dashed green and blue lines respectively.
The median proper motions are consistent with zero at the 0.1
mas/yr level. The grey shaded region indicates median offsets
from zero of ±0.1 mas/yr. Bottom right panel: The dispersion in
QSO proper motions as a function of ∆T . Here, σ is 1.48 times the
median absolute deviation. The red dashed line shows the bestfit model for σ(µ), where σ = A + B/∆T . We use this relation
to assign proper motion uncertainties to stars in the SDSS-Gaia
sample as a function of ∆T .

<µ> [mas/yr]

could not have been properly addressed by the SDSS project itself is that the density of astrometric standards from
UCAC (Zacharias et al. 2013) and Tycho catalogues used
for the derivation of the (x0 , y 0 ), (µ, ν) transformation was
too low. This is where the Gaia DR1 comes to the rescue,
with its astrometric catalogue being ∼ 4 magnitudes deeper
than UCAC. The only issue with using the Gaia DR1 catalogue as a reference for SDSS calibration is that the epoch
of the Gaia catalogue is 2015.0 as opposed to ∼ 2005 for
SDSS and that the proper motions are not yet available for
the majority of Gaia DR1 stars.
To address this issue, we first compute the relative
proper-motions between Gaia and the original SDSS positions in bins in color-magnitude space and pixels on the
sky (HEALPix level 16, angular resolution 3.6 deg; Górski et al. 2005) that gives us estimates of hµα (hpx, g − i, i)]i
hµδ (hpx, g −i, i)i. Those average proper motions can be used
to estimate the expected positions of Gaia stars at the epoch
of each SDSS scan.

3
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Proper motion errors

We quantify the uncertainties in the SDSS-Gaia proper motion measurements using spectroscopically confirmed QSOs
from SDSS DR12 (Pâris et al. 2017). This QSO sample is
cross-matched with the SDSS-Gaia catalog by searching for
the nearest neighbour within 100 . There are N = 71, 799
QSOs in the catalog with r < 20, and we show the distribution of QSO proper motions in the left-hand panel of Fig. 1.
The QSO proper motions are nicely centred around µ = 0
mas/yr, and there are no significant high proper motion tails
to the distribution. Note that we find no significant differences between the QSO proper motion components µα and
µδ , so we group both components together (i.e. µ = [µα , µδ ])
in the figure. However, we do show the µα and µδ components separately (green and blue dashed lines in the top-right
panel) when we show the median proper motions to illustrate that these components individually have no significant
systematics.
The proper motion errors should roughly scale as
σ(µ) ∝ 1/∆T , where ∆T is the timescale between the
MNRAS 000, 1–16 (2017)
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Figure 2. Proper motion errors estimated from SDSS DR12
QSOs as a function of r-band magnitude (left panel) and g − r
colour (right panel). The top and bottom panels show the median
and standard deviation of the QSO proper motions. The dashed
green and blue lines in the top panels show the median µα and
µδ proper motions, and the grey shaded region indicates median
offsets from zero of ±0.1 mas/yr. The dotted line in the bottom
panels indicates the median proper motion error of 2 mas/yr.
There is a slight correlation of σ(µ)with r-band magnitude, but
this is very minor over the magnitude range probed in this study
(r . 19). Furthermore, there is no variation with colour.
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first epoch SDSS measurements and the second epoch Gaia
data1 . The SDSS photometry was taken over a significant
period of time, and data from later releases have shorter
time baselines. Thus, this variation in astrometry timespan
is an important parameter when quantifying the proper motion uncertainties in our SDSS-Gaia catalog. The top-right
panel of Fig. 1 shows a (normalised) histogram of the time
baselines (∆T ). There is a wide range of time baselines, but
most of the SDSS data were taken ∼ 10 − 15 years ago.
In the bottom-right panel of Fig. 1 we show the dispersion
in QSO proper motion measurements (defined as σ = 1.48
times the median absolute deviation) as a function of ∆T ,
and the middle-right panel shows the median values. The
median values are consistent with zero at the level of ∼ 0.1
mas/yr, and there is no systematic dependence on ∆T . As
expected, there is a strong correlation between the dispersion of QSO proper motions and ∆T . The dashed red line
shows a model fit to the relation of the form:

at a distance of 20 kpc, this proper motion corresponds
to a velocity of 10 km s−1 . Thus, although the astrometry
systematics in our SDSS-Gaia proper motion catalog are
small, at the typical distances of our halo stars we cannot
robustly measure rotation signals weaker than 10 km s−1 .
We discuss this point further in Section 5.2.
In the remainder of this work, we use Eqn. 2 to define
the proper motion uncertainties of our halo star samples
(see below). Thus, we assume that the proper motion errors are random, independent and normally distributed with
variance depending only on the time-baseline between SDSS
and Gaia measurements. Note that since we are trying to
measure the centroid of the proper motion distribution (i.e.
the net rotation), rather than deconvolve it into components
or measure their width, we are not very sensitive to knowing
the proper motion errors precisely.

3
σ = A + B/∆T,

(2)

where A = 0.157 mas/yr and B = 22.730 mas. It is
encouraging that this simple A + B/∆T model agrees well
with the QSO data, and we find no significant systematic
differences between different SDSS data releases. Note that
we show in Appendix A that there is no significant systematic variation in the QSO proper motions with position on
the sky.
We also use the QSO sample to check whether or not
the proper motion uncertainties vary significantly with
magnitude or colour. In Fig. 2 we show the dispersion in
QSO proper motions as a function of r-band magnitude
(left panel) and g − r colour (right panel). The dotted
lines indicate the median standard deviation in proper
motion of 2 mas/yr. There is a weak dependence on r-band
magnitude, whereby the QSO proper motion distributions
get slightly broader at fainter magnitudes. However, most
of the halo stars in this work have r < 19 and there is
little variation at these brighter magnitudes. Finally, we
find no detectable dependence of σ(µ) on g − r colour.
It is worth remarking that the stability of these proper
motion measurements to changes in magnitude and colour
is a testament to the astrometric stability of the improved
SDSS-Gaia catalog.
In Section 5 we introduce a rotating velocity ellipsoid
model for the Milky Way halo stars. In order to test the
effects of any systematic uncertainties in the SDSS-Gaia
proper motions, we also apply this modeling procedure to
the sample of SDSS DR12 QSOs. We adopt a “distance”
of 20 kpc, which is the mean distance to our halo star
samples, and find the best fit rotation (hVφ i) value. This
procedure gives a best fit value of hVφ i ∼ 10 km s−1 . Note,
that if there were no systematics present, then there would
be no rotation signal. In Fig. 1 we showed that the median
proper motions of the QSOs was ∼ 0.1 mas/yr. Indeed,

3.1

Note we compute ∆T using the modified Julian dates (MJD)
of the SDSS observations and the last date of data collection for Gaia DR1, i.e ∆T = MJD(Gaia)-MJD(SDSS) where
MJD(Gaia)=MJD(16/9/2015)

RR Lyrae

RR Lyrae (RRL) stars are pulsating horizontal branch
stars found abundantly in the stellar halo of our Galaxy.
These variable stars have a well-defined Period-LuminosityMetallicity relation, and their distances can typically be
measured with accuracies of less than 10 percent. Furthermore, RRL have bright absolute magnitudes (MV ∼ 0.6),
so they can be detected out to large distances in relatively
shallow surveys. These low mass, old (their ages are typically
in excess of 10 Gyr) stars are ideal tracers of the Galactic
halo, and, indeed, RRL have been used extensively in the
literature to study the stellar halo (e.g. Vivas & Zinn 2006;
Watkins et al. 2009; Sesar et al. 2010; Simion et al. 2014;
Fiorentino et al. 2015).
In this work, we use a sample of type AB RRL stars
from the Catalina Sky Survey (Drake et al. 2013a,b; Torrealba et al. 2015) to infer the rotation signal of the Milky
Way stellar halo. This survey has amassed a large number
(N ∼ 22, 700) of RRL stars over 33,000 deg2 of the sky, with
distances in excess of 50 kpc. The RRL sample is matched
to the SDSS-Gaia proper motion catalog by searching the
nearest neighbours within 1000 . Our resulting sample contains N = 8590 RRL stars with measured 3D positions,
photometric metallicities (derived using Eqn. 7 from Torrealba et al. 2015) and proper motions. The distribution of
this sample on the sky in Equatorial coordinates is shown in
Fig. 3. When evaluating the Galactic velocity components
of the RRL stars, the random proper motion errors (derived
in Section 2) dominate over the distance errors (typically
∼ 7% see e.g. Simion et al. 2014), so we can safely ignore
the RRL distance uncertainties in our analysis. Note that
we have checked using mock stellar haloes from the Auriga
simulation suite (see Section 6) that statistical distance uncertainties of ∼ 10% make little difference to our results.

3.2
1

STELLAR HALO STARS

Blue Horizontal Branch

Blue Horizontal Branch (BHB) stars, like RRL, are an
old, metal poor population used widely in the literature to
study the distant halo (e.g. Xue et al. 2008; Deason et al.
2012b). BHBs have relatively bright absolute magnitudes
MNRAS 000, 1–16 (2017)
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Figure 3. The sky distribution of (N = 8590) RRL stars with SDSS-Gaia proper motions in Equatorial coordinates. The points are
colour coded according to heliocentric distance. The solid black lines indicate the approximate tracks of the Sagittarius leading and
trailing arms. Galactic latitudes of b = ±10 deg are indicated with the dotted lines.

(Mg ∼ 0.5), which can be simply parametrised as a function
of colour and metallicity (e.g. Deason et al. 2011c; Fermani &
Schönrich 2013a). However, unlike their RRL cousins, photometric samples of BHB stars are often significantly contaminated by blue straggler stars, which have similar colours
but higher surface gravity. Spectroscopic samples of BHBs
can circumvent this problem by using gravity sensitive indicators to separate out the contaminants (e.g. Clewley et al.
2002; Sirko et al. 2004; Xue et al. 2008; Deason et al. 2012b).
In this work we use the spectroscopic SEGUE sample
of BHB stars compiled by Xue et al. (2011). This sample
was selected to be relatively “clean” of higher surface gravity contaminants, and has already been exploited in a number of works to study the stellar halo (e.g. Xue et al. 2011;
Deason et al. 2012a; Kafle et al. 2013; Hattori et al. 2013).
By cross-matching this sample with the SDSS-Gaia catalog,
we identify N = 4553 BHB stars. We estimate distances to
these stars using the g − r colour and metallicity dependent
relation derived by Fermani & Schönrich (2013a). Similarly
to the RRL stars, we do not take into account the relatively
small (∼ 10%) distance uncertainties of the BHBs in our
analysis. Our resulting BHB sample has 3D positions, 3D
velocities and spectroscopic metallicity estimates.

3.3

K Giants

Giant stars are often a useful probe of the stellar halo, owing to their bright absolute magnitudes (Mr ∼ 1 to −3),
and large numbers in wide-field spectroscopic surveys (e.g.
Morrison et al. 2000; Xue et al. 2014). Moreover, giants are
one of the most common tracers of external galaxy haloes
(e.g. Gilbert et al. 2006; Monachesi et al. 2016). In contrast
to BHB and RRL stars, giant stars populate all metallicities
in old populations. Thus, they represent a less biased tracer
of the stellar halo.
The drawback of using giant stars to trace the halo is
that spectroscopic samples are required to limit contamination from dwarf stars, and the absolute magnitudes of
giants are strongly dependent on colour and metallicity.
Here, we use the spectroscopic sample of K giants compiled by Xue et al. (2014), who derive distance moduli
for each star using a probabilistic framework based on colMNRAS 000, 1–16 (2017)

our and metallicity. A distance modulus PDF is constructed for each star, and we use the mode of the distribution
DMpeak and interval between the 84% and 16% percentiles, ∆DM = (DM84 − DM16 ) /2, as the 1σ uncertainty. We
find N = 5814 K giants cross-matched with the SDSS-Gaia
proper motion sample. Thus, our resulting K giant sample
has 3D positions (with distance moduli described using a
Gaussian PDF), 3D velocities and spectroscopic metallicities.

4

SAGITTARIUS STREAM

Before introducing our model for halo rotation, we identify
RRL stars in our sample that likely belong to the Sagittarius (Sgr) stream. This vast substructure is very prominent in the SDSS footprint (Belokurov et al. 2006), and thus it
may overwhelm any halo rotation signatures associated with
earlier accretion events. Furthermore, previous works have
independently measured proper motions of Sgr stars(Carlin
et al. 2012; Koposov et al. 2013; Sohn et al. 2015), and hence
we can provide a further test of our SDSS-Gaia proper motions. Note that we use RRL stars (rather than BHBs or K
giants) in Sgr as these stars have the most accurate distance
measurements, and thus Sgr members can be identified relatively cleanly. We identify Sgr stars according to position
on the sky (α, δ) and heliocentric distance using the approximate stream coordinates used by Deason et al. (2012b) and
Belokurov et al. (2014). The top panel of Fig. 4 shows that
our distance selection of Sgr stars agrees well with the Law
& Majewski (2010) model. Our selection procedure identifies N = 830 candidate Sgr associations, which corresponds
to roughly 10% of our RRL sample.
In Fig. 4 we show proper motions in Galactic coordinates (µ` , µb ) as a function of longitude in the Sgr coordinate
system (see Majewski et al. 2003). The red and blue points
show the leading and trailing arms of the Law & Majewski
(2010) model of the Sgr stream. Note that we only show material stripped within the last 3 pericentric passages of the
model orbit. The black filled squares show the median SDSSGaia proper motions for RRL stars associated with the Sgr
stream in bins
√ of Sgr longitude, and the error bars indicate
1.48 MAD/ N , where MAD = median absolute deviation

6
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Figure 4. Proper motions in Galactic coordinates (µl middle panel, µb bottom panel) against longitude in the Sagittarius (Sgr)
coordinate system (see Majewski et al. 2003). We also show heliocentric distance against Sgr longitude in the top panel. The red and
blue points show the leading and trailing arms of the Law & Majewski (2010) model. Note that we only show material stripped within
the last 3 pericentric passages of the model orbit. The black filled squares show the median proper motions for RRL stars associated
with the Sgr stream, and the open green
√ circles are the whole sample of RRL stars. Here, we show median proper motions in bins of
Λ . The error bars indicate 1.48 MAD/ N , where MAD = median absolute deviation and N is the number of stars in each bin. The
orange diamonds, cyan squares and grey triangles show proper motion measurements along the stream from Koposov et al. (2013), Sohn
et al. (2015, 2016) and Carlin et al. (2012). There is excellent agreement between the SDSS-Gaia proper motion measurements and the
model values from Law & Majewski (2010) as well as previous measurements in the literature (see Fig. 5). The solid black line shows
the maximum likelihood model for halo rotation computed in Section 5. A model with mild prograde rotation agrees very well with the
proper motion data.

and N is the number of stars in each bin. It is encouraging
that the Sgr stars in our RRL sample agree very well with
the model predictions by Law & Majewski (2010). Proper
motion measurements of Sgr stars in the literature are also
shown in Fig. 4: these are given by the orange diamonds (Koposov et al. 2013), cyan squares (Sohn et al. 2015, 2016) and
grey triangles (Carlin et al. 2012). Our SDSS-Gaia proper
motions are in excellent agreement with these other (independent) measures (see also Fig. 5). Finally, we show the
proper motions for the entire sample of SDSS-Gaia RRL
stars with the open green circles. The stars associated with
Sgr are clearly distinct from the overall halo in proper motion space. The solid black line shows the maximum likelihood model for halo rotation computed in Section 5. A

model with mild prograde rotation agrees very well with the
proper motion data. Note that the variation in proper motion with Λ in the model is largely due to the solar reflex
motion. Indeed, the solar reflex motion (in proper motion
space) for Sgr stars is lower because they are typically further away than the halo stars. This is the main reason for
the stark difference between the proper motions of the two
populations in Fig. 4.
We also show the heliocentric distances of the Sgr stars
as a function of Sgr Longitude in the top panel of Fig. 4.
Again, there is excellent agreement with the Law & Majewski (2010) models. This figure shows that we can probe the
Sgr proper motions out to D ∼ 50 kpc, and thus we can
MNRAS 000, 1–16 (2017)
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In order to convert observed heliocentric velocities into
Galactocentric ones, we adopt a distance to the Galactic
centre of R0 = 8.3 ± 0.3 kpc (Schönrich 2012; Reid et al.
2014), and we marginalise over the uncertainty in this
parameter in our analysis. Given R0 , the total solar azimuthal velocity in the Galactic rest frame is strongly constrained by the observed proper motion of Sgr A∗ , i.e.
Vg, = µ(Sgr A∗ ) × R0 . We adopt the Reid & Brunthaler
(2004) proper motion measurement of Sgr A∗ , which gives
a solar azimuthal velocity of Vg, = 250 ± 9 km s−1 . Finally, we use the solar peculiar motions (U , V , W ) =
(11.1, 12.24, 7.25) km s−1 derived by Schönrich et al. (2010).
Thus, in our analysis, the circular speed at the position of
the Sun is Vc = 238 km s−1 (where Vg, = Vc + V ). We
note that the combination of R0 = 8.5 kpc and Vc = 220
km s−1 has been used widely in the literature, so in Section
5.2 we show how our halo rotation signal is affected if we
instead adopt these parameters.

5.1

Model

We define a (rotating) 3D velocity ellipsoid aligned in spherical coordinates:
Figure 5. Proper motions in Galactic coordinates (µl left panels,
µb right panel) against longitude in the Sagittarius (Sgr) coordinate system. The symbols and colors are identical to Fig. 4. Here,
we have zoomed in on the regions of the Sgr stream that have
proper motion constraints in the literature. The SDSS-Gaia RRL
proper motions in the Sgr stream (solid black squares) are in excellent agreement with the literature values.

accurately trace halo proper motions out to these distances
(see Section 5.2).
In Fig 5 we zoom in on the regions along the Sgr stream
where proper motions have been measured previously in
the literature. Here, the agreement with the other observational data is even clearer. In particular, our Sgr leading
arm proper motions at 240◦ . Λ . 360◦ are in excellent
agreement with the HST proper motions measured by Sohn
et al. (2015). This is a wonderful validation of two completely independent astrometric techniques! Note that the
Sgr stream is not the focus of this study, but the proper motion catalog we present here is a useful probe of the stream
dynamics. For example, the slight differences between the
Law & Majewski (2010) model predictions and our measurements could be used to refine/improve models of the Sgr
orbit. We leave this task, and other applications of the Sgr
proper motions, to a future study.
We have now shown, using both spectroscopically confirmed
QSOs and stars belonging to the Sgr stream, that our SDSSGaia proper motions are free of any significant systematic
uncertainties. In the following Section we use this exquisite
sample to infer the rotation signal of the stellar halo.

5

HALO ROTATION

In this Section, we use the SDSS-Gaia sample of RRL, BHB
and K giant stars to measure the average rotation of the
Galactic stellar halo. Below we describe our rotating halo
model, and outline our likelihood analysis.
MNRAS 000, 1–16 (2017)

P (vr , vθ , vφ |σr , σφ , σθ , hVφ i) =
(3)
"
#
2
2
2
(vφ − hVφ i)
1
v
v
exp − r2 − θ2 −
2σr
2σθ
2σφ2
(2π)3/2 σr σθ σφ
Here, we only allow net streaming motion in the vφ velocity coordinate, and assume Gaussian velocity distributions.
Note that positive hVφ i is in the same direction as the disc rotation. For simplicity, we assume an isotropic ellipsoid where
σr = σθ = σφ = σ∗ , but we have ensured that this assumption of isotropy does not significantly affect our rotation estimates (see also Section 6).
This velocity distribution function can be transformed
to Galactic coordinates (µl , µb , vlos ) by using the Jacobian of the transformation J = 4.740472 D2 , which gives
P (µl , µb , vlos |σ∗ , hVφ i, D).
The RRL stars only have proper motion measurements,
so, in this case, we marginalise the velocity distribution function along the line-of-sight to obtain P (µl , µb |σ∗ , hVφ i). Furthermore, while we can safely ignore the distance uncertainties for the RRL and BHB stars, we do need to take the K
giant absolute magnitude uncertainties into account (typically, ∆DM ∼ 0.35) . Thus, for the K giants we include a
distance modulus PDF in the analysis. Here, we follow the
prescription by Xue et al. (2014) and assume a Gaussian
distance modulus distribution with mean, hDM i = DMpeak
and standard deviation, σDM = (DM84 − DM16 ) /2. Here,
DMpeak is the most probable distance modulus derived by
Xue et al. (2014), and (DM84 − DM16 ) /2 is the central 68%
interval. This distance modulus PDF was derived by Xue
et al. (2014) using empirically calibrated colour-luminosity
fiducials, at the observed colour and metallicity of the K
giants.
P (µl , µb , vlos |σ∗ , hVφ i) =
(4)
Z
P (µl , µb , vlos |σ∗ , hVφ i, DM )N (DM |DM0 , σDM )dDM
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where N (DM |DM0 , σDM ) is the normal distribution describing the uncertainty in measuring the distance modulus
to a given star.
We then use a likelihood analysis to find the best-fit
hVφ i value. The (isotropic) dispersion, σ∗ , is also a free parameter in our analysis. As we are mainly concerned with
net rotation, we assume a flat prior on σ∗ in the range
σ∗ = [50, 200] km s−1 , and marginalise over this parameter
to find the posterior distribution for hVφ i.
When evaluating the likelihoods of individual stars under our model we also take into account the Gaussian uncertainties on proper motions as prescribed by Eq. 2. As the
likelihood functions are normal distributions, this amounts
to a simple convolution operation.
5.2

Results

In this Section, we apply our likelihood procedure to RRL,
BHB and K giant stars with SDSS-Gaia proper motions.
For all halo tracers, we only consider stars with r < 50
kpc and |z| > 4 kpc. The latter cut is imposed to avoid
potential disc stars. In addition, we remove any stars with
considerable proper motion (µ > 100 mas/yr), although,
in practice this amounts to removing only a handful (
1%) of stars and their exclusion does not affect our rotation
estimates. The best fit values of hVφ i described in this section
are summarised in Table 5.2.
In Fig. 6 we show the posterior distribution for hVφ i
for each of the halo tracers. The solid black, dashed orange
and dot-dashed purple lines show the results for RRL, BHBs
and K giants, respectively. All the halo tracers favour a mild
prograde rotation signal, with hVφ i ∼ 5 − 25 km s−1 . Note
that the RRL model is shown against the proper motion data
in Fig. 4. In general, the K giants show the strongest rotation
signal of the three halo tracers. This is likely because the
K giants have a broader age and metallicity spread than
the RRL and BHB stars (see Section 6). However, the K
giant rotation signal is still relatively mild (∼ 20 km s−1 )
and similar (within 10-15 km s−1 ) to the RRL and BHB
results. The three tracer populations have different distance
distributions, so it is not immediately obvious that their
rotation signals can be directly compared. However, as we
show in Fig. 8, we find little variation in the rotation signal
with Galactocentric radius, so a comparison between the
“average” rotation signal of the populations is reasonable.
Finally, we note that we also check that the Sgr stars in our
sample make little difference to the overall rotation signal of
the halo (see Table 5.2).
For comparison, the right-hand panel of Fig. 6 shows
the posterior distributions if we adopt other commonly used
parameters for distance from the Galactic centre and circular velocity at the position of the Sun: R0 = 8.5 kpc,
Vc = 220 km s−1 . In this case, only the K giants exhibit
a detectable rotation signal. It is worth emphasizing that
current estimates of the solar azimuthal velocity favour the
larger value of Vc ∼ 240 km s−1 (Bovy et al. 2012; Schönrich
2012; Reid et al. 2014) that we use, but it is important to
keep in mind that the rotation signal is degenerate with the
adopted solar motion. In addition, as discussed in Section 2,
the systematic uncertainties of our SDSS-Gaia proper motion catalogue are at the level of ∼ 0.1 mas/yr. Thus, for
typical distances to the halo stars of 20 kpc, we cannot ro-
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Figure 6. The posterior hVφ i distributions for RRL (solid black),
BHB (dashed orange) and K giant (dot-dashed purple) tracers.
The shaded grey region indicates the approximate systematic uncertainty in the proper motion measurements (∼ 10 km s−1 at
D = 20 kpc). For comparison, the right-hand panel shows the
posterior distributions when a different combination of position
of the Sun (R0 = 8.5 kpc), and circular velocity at the position of
the Sun (Vc = 220 km s−1 ) is used. With a lower solar azimuthal
velocity, the (already mild) rotation signal disappears. Current
estimates favour the larger value of ∼ 240 km s−1 , but it is worth
bearing in mind the degeneracy between the rotation signal and
adopted solar motion.

bustly measure a rotation signal that is weaker than 10 km
s−1 .
In Fig. 7 we compare the model predictions for µl with
the observed data. We show the Galactic longitude proper
motion µl because this component is more sensitive than µb
to variations in hVφ i. The solid black line shows the difference between the maximum likelihood models and the data
as a function of Galactocentric longitude. The error bars
indicate the median absolute deviation of the data in each
bin. For comparison, we also show with the dashed blue and
dot-dashed red lines the model predictions with hVφ i ± 20
km s−1 . For all three tracers, the models with very mild
prograde rotation agree well with the data.
Our maximum likelihood models give σ ∗ values of 138,
121 and 111 km s−1 for the RRL, BHBs and K giants respectively. These values agree well with previous estimates
of in the literature (Battaglia et al. 2005; Brown et al. 2010;
Deason et al. 2012b; Xue et al. 2008). Note that our models
assume isotropy, but we find that both radially and tangentially biased models make little difference to our estimates
of hVφ i.
We now investigate if there is a radial dependence on
the rotation signal of the stellar halo. Our likelihood analysis
is applied to halo stars in radial bins 10 kpc wide between
Galactocentric radii 0 < r/kpc < 50. The results of this
exercise are shown in Fig. 8. The solid black circles show
all halo stars, and the open orange circles show the rotation signal when stars likely associated with the Sagittarius
(Sgr) stream are removed. Here, the error bars indicate the
1σ confidence levels. We find that the (prograde) rotation
signal stays roughly constant at 10 . hVφ /km s−1 i . 20.
We do find a stronger rotation signal in the radial bin
30 < r/kpc < 40 for both RRL and K giants, but this is
attributed to a significant number of Sgr stars in this radial regime. The shaded grey regions in Fig. 8 indicate the
approximate systematic uncertainty in the velocity measurements in each radial bin, assuming a systematic proper
MNRAS 000, 1–16 (2017)
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RRL
All

Exc. Sgr

N

hVφ i [km s−1 ]

N

hVφ i [km s−1 ]

7456

12+2
−3

6663

9+3
−2

[Fe/H] > −1.5

4322

3983

11+4
−3

[Fe/H] < −1.5

1460

14+3
−4
10+6
−7

1312

6.0+7
−6

All [Fe/H]

BHB
All

Exc. Sgr

N

hVφ i [km s−1 ]

N

hVφ i [km s−1 ]

3947

6.0+3
−3

3671

5.0+3
−3

[Fe/H] > −1.5

756

715

21+7
−7

[Fe/H] < −1.5

3191

2956

0.0+4
−3

[Fe/H] > −1.5, PM only

756

715

19+8
−9

[Fe/H] < −1.5, PM only

3191

18+7
−7
2.0+4
−3
15+8
−9
1.0+4
−4

2956

−1.0+4
−4

All [Fe/H]

K giants
All

Exc. Sgr

N

hVφ i [km s−1 ]

N

hVφ i [km s−1 ]

5284

23+3
−3

4603

19+3
−3

[Fe/H] > −1.5

2553

2159

23+4
−4

[Fe/H] < −1.5

2731

2444

14+4
−4

[Fe/H] > −1.5, PRGB > 0.8

1748

1426

23+5
−5

[Fe/H] < −1.5, PRGB > 0.8

1985

28+4
−4
17+4
−4
30+5
−5
22+5
−5

1744

18+5
−5

All [Fe/H]

Table 1. A summary of best-fit hVφ i values and associated 1σ uncertainties. Halo stars with r < 50 kpc, |z| > 4 kpc and µ < 100 mas/yr
were used to derive these values.
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Figure 7. A comparison between the observed proper motions and the maximum likelihood model predictions. Here, we show the
median µl values in bins of Galactocentric longitude. The RRL, BHB and K giant samples are shown in the left, middle and right panels,
respectively. The solid black line shows the comparison with the maximum likelihood model. The error bars show the median absolute
deviation of the data in each Galactic longitude bin. The dashed blue and dot-dashed red lines show models with hVφ i ± 20 km s−1 .
Note that in this comparison we have removed stars that likely belong to the Sgr stream.

motion uncertainty of 0.1 mas/yr. Thus, the prograde rotation is very mild, and we are only just able to discern a
rotation signal that is not consistent with zero.
In Fig. 9 we explore whether or not the rotation signal
of the halo stars is correlated with metallicity. The spectroscopic BHB and K giant samples have measured [Fe/H]
values, and for the RRL we use photometric metallicities
measured from the light curves. The metallicity distribution functions of the three halo tracers are different, and we
are using both spectroscopic and photometric metallicities.
MNRAS 000, 1–16 (2017)

Thus, we only compare “metal-richer” and “metal-poorer”
stars using a metallicity boundary of [Fe/H] = −1.5. This
boundary was chosen as the median value of the K giant
sample, which is the least (metallicity) biased tracer. In Fig.
9 we show the posterior probability distributions for the average rotation of the metal-rich (solid red) and metal-poor
(dashed blue) tracers. The thinner lines show the posteriors
when stars likely associated with the Sgr stream are excluded. There is no evidence for a metallicity dependence
in the RRL sample, but both the BHBs and K giants show
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Figure 8. The best-fit rotation of the stellar halo, hVφ i, in Galactocentric radial bins. Here, 10 kpc radial bins are used and the error
bars indicate the 1σ confidence levels. RRL, BHBs and K giants are shown in the left, middle and right panels, respectively. The solid
black circles show all halo stars, and the open orange circles show the rotation signal when stars likely associated with the Sagittarius
(Sgr) stream are removed. The apparent rotation signal at radii 30 < r/kpc < 40 is due to the Sgr stream. The shaded grey region
indicates the approximate systematic uncertainty of the SDSS-Gaia proper motions (∼ 0.1 mas/yr).
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Figure 9. The posterior hVφ i distributions for metal-richer (solid
red lines, [Fe/H] > −1.5) and metal poorer (dashed blue lines,
[Fe/H] < −1.5). RRL, BHBs and K giants are shown in the top,
middle and bottom panels, respectively. The metal-richer BHB
and K giant stars are mildly biased (∼ 1σ) towards stronger prograde rotation. The thinner lines show the estimated rotation
signals when stars associated with the Sgr stream are excluded.
The shaded grey region indicates the approximate systematic uncertainty in the proper motion measurements (∼ 10 km s−1 at
D = 20 kpc)

a slight (∼ 1σ) bias towards stronger prograde rotation for
metal-rich stars.
The lack of a metallicity correlation in the rotation of
the RRL stars could be due to the relatively poor photometric metallicity estimates (see e.g. Fig. 10 in Watkins et al.
2009), which could wash out any apparent signal. On the
other hand, the apparent metallicity correlation in the BHB
and K giant samples could be caused by contamination. We
explore this scenario in more detail below.
Previous work using only line-of-sight velocities have
also found evidence for a metal-rich/metal-poor kinematic
dichotomy in spectroscopic samples of BHB stars (Deason
et al. 2011a; Kafle et al. 2013; Hattori et al. 2013). However,
Fermani & Schönrich (2013b) argue that this signal is due
to (1) contamination by blue straggler stars, (2) incorrect
distance estimates and, (3) potential pipeline systematics in
the Xue et al. (2011) BHB sample. The BHB sample used
in this work should not suffer from significant blue straggler (or main sequence star) contamination. Moreover, our
distance calibration is robust to systematic metallicity differences (Fermani & Schönrich 2013a). However, we cannot
ignore the potential line-of-sight velocity systematics in the
Xue et al. (2011) sample. Fermani & Schönrich (2013b) find
that a subsample of hot metal-poor BHB stars exhibit peculiar line-of-sight kinematics, which likely causes the metallicity bias in the rotation estimates. It is worth noting that
the peculiar line-of-sight kinematics of the hot BHB stars
could also be due to a stream-like structure in the halo, and
is not necessarily a pipeline failure. In Table 5.2 we also give
the rotation estimates for metal-rich/metal-poor stars computed with proper motions only. The results are only slightly
changed when we do not use the BHB line-of-sight velocities, and they agree within 1σ of the rotation estimates when
3D velocities are used.
We also investigate whether or not the apparent metallicity correlation in the K giant sample could be due to contamination. For example, if there are (metal-rich) disc stars
present in the sample this could lead to a stronger prograde
signal in the metal-richer stars. Disc contamination could
result from stars being misclassified as giant branch stars
(e.g. dwarfs, red clump stars) and thus their distances are
overestimated. To this end, we use a stricter cut on the PRGB
parameter provided by Xue et al. (2014), which gives the
probability of being a red giant branch stars. Our fiducial
MNRAS 000, 1–16 (2017)
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sample has PRGB > 0.5. We find that using PRGB > 0.8
results in little difference to the rotation signal of the metalrich stars, and the rotation signal of the metal-poor stars
becomes slightly stronger (see Table 5.2). It does not appear that the sample is contaminated by disc stars, but
the (slight) metallicity correlation in the K giant sample
does lose statistical significance if a stricter cut on red giant
branch classification is used. However, this is likely because
the error bars are inflated due to smaller number statistics.
It is worth noting that the tests we perform above on
the BHB and K giant samples do not significantly change the
rotation signals of the stars (differences are less than 1σ), so,
we are confident that contamination in these samples is not
significantly affecting our results. Thus, we conclude that
there does appear to be a mild correlation between rotation
signal and metallicity in the halo star kinematics.
In summary, we find that the (old) stellar halo, as traced
by RRL, BHB and K giant stars, has a very mild prograde
rotation signal, and there is a weak correlation between rotation signal and metallicity. Is this the expected result for
a Milky Way-mass galaxy stellar halo? Or, indeed, is this
rotation signal result consistent with the predictions of the
ΛCDM model? In the following Section, we exploit a suite of
state-of-the-art cosmological simulations in order to address
these questions.

6
6.1

SIMULATED STELLAR HALOES
Auriga Simulations

In this Section, we use a sample of N = 30 high-resolution
Milky Way-mass haloes from the Auriga simulation suite.
These simulations are described in more detail in Grand
et al. (2017), and we only provide a brief description here.
A low-resolution dark matter only simulation with box
size 100 Mpc h−1 was used to select candidate Milky Waymass (1 < M200 /1012 M < 2) haloes. These candidate haloes were chosen to be relatively isolated at z = 0. More
precisely, there are no objects with masses greater than
half of the parent halo closer than 1.37 Mpc. A ΛCDM
cosmology consistent with the Planck Collaboration et al.
(2014) data release is adopted with parameters, Ωm = 0.307,
Ωb = 0.048, ΩΛ = 0.693 and H0 = 100 h km s−1 Mpc−1 ,
where h = 0.6777. Each candidate halo was re-simulated
at a higher resolution using a multi-mass particle “zoom-in”
technique.
The zoom re-simulations were performed with the
state-of-the-art cosmological magento-hydrodynamical code
arepo (Springel 2010). Gas was added to the initial conditions by adopting the same technique described in Marinacci
et al. (2014a,b), and its evolution was followed by solving the
MHD equations on a Voronoi mesh. At the resolution level
used in this work (level 4), the typical mass of a dark matter
particle is 3 × 105 M , and the baryonic mass resolution is
5×104 M . The softening length of the dark matter particles
and star particles grows with time in physical space until a
maximum of 369 pc is reached at z = 1.0 (where z is the
redshift). The gas cells have a softening length that scales
with the mean radius of the cell, and the maximum physical
softening is 1.85kpc.
The Auriga simulations employ a model for galaxy
MNRAS 000, 1–16 (2017)
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formation physics that includes critical physical processes,
such as star formation, gas heating/cooling, feedback from
stars, metal enrichment, magnetic fields, and the growth of
supermassive black holes (see Grand et al. 2017 for more details). The simulations have been successful in reproducing
a number of observable disc galaxy properties, such as rotation curves, star formation rates, stellar masses, sizes and
metallicities.
This work is concerned with stellar haloes of the Auriga
galaxies. A future study (Monachesi et al. in preparation)
will present a more general analysis of the simulated stellar
halo properties. Here, we focus on the net rotation of the
Auriga stellar haloes for comparison with the observational
results in the preceding sections.
6.2

Rotation of Auriga Stellar Haloes

The definition of “halo stars”, in both observations and simulations, is somewhat arbitrary, and often varies widely
between different studies. In this work, for a more direct
comparison with our observational results, we spatially select stars within the SDSS survey footprint (see Fig. 3) with
Galactocentric radius 5 < r/kpc < 50 and height above
disc plane |z| > 4 kpc. Note that the scale heights of the
Auriga discs are generally thicker than the Milky Way disc
(see Grand et al. 2017), so our spatial selection will likely
include some disc star particles, particularly at small radii.
Finally, for a fair comparison with the old halo tracers (i.e.
RRL, BHBs, and K giants) used in this work, we also select
“old” star particles. For this purpose, we consider halo stars
that formed more than 10 Gyr ago in the simulations. Note
that we align each halo with the stellar disc angular momentum vector, which we compute using all star particles
within 20 kpc.
In the left-hand panel of Fig. 10 we show the distribution of average azimuthal velocity (hVφ i) of halo stars in the
30 Auriga simulations. Here, halo stars are selected within
the SDSS survey footprint between 5 and 50 kpc from the
Galactic centre, and with height above the disc plane, |z| > 4
kpc. The average rotation for all halo stars in this radial
range are shown with the grey histogram. Old halo stars
(with Tform > 10 Gyr) are shown with the green line-filled
histogram. The stellar haloes show a broad range of rotation
velocities, ranging from 0 . hVφ i/km s−1 . 120, but they
are all generally prograde. Similarly, the old halo stars exhibit prograde rotation, but they have much milder rotation
amplitudes, with hVφ i . 80 km s−1 . The average rotation
signal of the three Milky Way halo populations we used in
Section 5.2 is 14 km s−1 . Only 3 percent of the Auriga haloes
have net rotation signals ≤ 14 km s−1 , however, the fraction of "old" simulated haloes with similarly low rotation
amplitudes is higher (20 percent).
In the middle- and right-hand panels we show the radial
dependence of the rotation signal in the simulations. Here, in
the middle panel, the solid black line shows the median value
of the 30 Auriga haloes and the grey shaded region indicates
the 10th/90th percentiles. Similarly, in the right-hand panel,
the solid green line shows the median value of the old halo
stars and the green shaded region indicates the 10th/90th
percentiles. The rotation signal of the whole halo sample
varies with radius and declines from hVφ i ∼ 70 km s−1 at
r ∼ 10 kpc to hVφ i ∼ 25 km s−1 at r ∼ 50 kpc. In contrast,
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Figure 10. Left panel: The distribution of average azimuthal velocity (hVφ i) of the 30 Auriga stellar haloes. Halo stars are spatially
selected in the SDSS survey footprint with Galactocentric radius 5 < r/kpc < 50 and height above disc plane |z| > 4 kpc. The solid
grey histogram shows all halo stars, and the line-filled green histogram shows old halo stars selected with Tform > 10 Gyr. These “old”
star particles are selected for a more direct comparison with the observed halo stars. The haloes have a range of rotation amplitudes
between 0 . hVφ i/km s−1 . 120. Old halo stars typically show a milder rotation signal with 0 . hVφ i/km s−1 . 80. The solid red line
indicates the approximate average rotation signal (∼ 14 km s−1 ) of the old Milky Way halo populations. Middle and right panels: The
variation of rotation signal with Galactocentric radius. The solid black line and the grey filled region (middle panel) shows the median
and 10th/90th percentile range for the 30 Auriga haloes. The solid green line and green filed region (right panel) are the same for the
old halo stars. For comparison, we show the average (inverse variance weighted) rotation signal for RRL, BHB and K giant stars in the
Milky Way with the red symbols (cf. Fig. 8). The mild prograde rotation we find in the observational data is in good agreement with
the old halo stars in the simulations. The dashed green line indicates the 20th percentile of the distribution, which approximately follows
the observed radial trend.

the old halo stars have a fairly constant rotation amplitude
with Galactocentric distance of 20-30 km s−1 . It is likely
that the higher rotation amplitude for halo stars at small
Galactocentric distances is due to disc contamination and/or
the presence of in situ stellar halo populations more akin to
a “thick disc” component (e.g. Zolotov et al. 2009; Font et al.
2011; McCarthy et al. 2012; Pillepich et al. 2015). However,
the old halo stars will suffer much less contamination from
the disc (or disc-like) populations2 , and they are dominated
by stellar populations accreted from dwarf galaxies (see e.g
Figure 10 in McCarthy et al. 2012). This is likely the reason
why the rotation amplitude of the old halo stars is fairly
constant with Galactocentric radius.
Finally, it is worth noting that there are a significant
number of the Auriga galaxies (∼ 1/3) that have an “ex
situ disc” formed from massive accreted satellites Gómez
et al. (2017a). Some of these ex situ discs can extend more
than 4 kpc above the disc plane, and can be the cause of
significant rotation in the stellar halos. However, this is not
true for all of the ex situ discs in the simulations: some are
largely confined to small |z| and will not necessarily affect
the rotation signal at the larger Galacocentric radii probed
in this work (see Gómez et al. 2017a).
We also show our observational results from the RRL,
BHB and K giant stars in Fig. 10 (cf. Fig. 8). Here, we
show the average (inverse variance weighted) rotation signal
from the three populations. In practice, the rotation of the
three populations is very similar (see Fig. 8). The observed
rotation amplitude in the Galactic halo broadly agrees with
the old halo population in the simulations: a mild prograde

2

It is worth noting that not all old stars will have an external
origin, as there are old (Tform > 10 Gyr) populations present in
the disc and in situ halo components (see e.g. McCarthy et al.
2012; Pillepich et al. 2015).

signal is consistent, and indeed typical in the cosmological
simulations. The dashed green line in the right-hand panel
of Fig. 10 indicates the 20th percentile level, which agrees
well with the observed values. Thus, while the mild prograde
rotation of the old Milky Way halo stars is consistent with
the simulated haloes, the observed rotation amplitude is on
the low side of the distribution of Auriga haloes. We note
that the Auriga haloes are randomly selected from the most
isolated quartile of haloes (in the mass range 1−2×1012 M ),
and thus they are typical field disc galaxies (as opposed to
those in a cluster environment). Thus, we can infer that
the rotation signal of the old Milky Way halo is fairly low
compared to the general field disc galaxy population.
It is not immediately obvious why the old halo stars
in the simulations, even out to r ∼ 50 kpc, have (mild)
prograde orbits. If most of these stars come from destroyed
dwarf galaxies, then their net spin will be related to the
original angular momentum vectors of the accreted dwarfs.
Previous studies using cosmological simulations have shown
that subhalo accretion is anisotropic along filamentary structures, and is generally biased along the major axis of the
host dark matter halo (Bailin & Steinmetz 2005; Libeskind
et al. 2005; Zentner et al. 2005). Indeed, Lovell et al. (2011)
showed that the subhalo orbits in the Aquarius simulations
are mainly aligned with the main halo spin. Hydrodynamic
simulations predict that the angular momentum vector of
disc galaxies tends to be aligned with the dark matter halo
spin, at least in the inner parts of haloes (e.g. Bailin et al.
2005; Bett et al. 2010; Deason et al. 2011b; Shao et al. 2016).
Thus, the slight preference for prograde orbits in the accreted stellar haloes is likely due to the filamentary accretion
of subhaloes, which tend to align with the host halo major
axis and stellar disc. Note that the non-perfect alignment
between filaments, dark matter haloes and stellar discs will
naturally lead to a relatively weak (but non-zero!) signal. In
MNRAS 000, 1–16 (2017)
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are considered, there is a tendency for the metal-richer stars
to have a stronger prograde rotation. This metallicity correlation is more prominent in the inner regions of the halo. It’s
likely that the correlation in the inner regions of the halo is,
at least in part, attributed to disc contamination and/or the
presence of in situ (disc-like) stellar halo populations. Furthermore, most of the strongly rotating ex situ disc material
in the simulations is contributed by one massive, and thus
metal-rich, satellite, which could also cause a metallicity correlation in the halo stars. The old halo stars, which suffer
less from disc contamination, show only a very mild (∼ 5−10
km s−1 ) bias towards more strongly rotating metal-rich populations. Indeed, we found a weak metallicity correlation in
the observed samples of old halo stars, which seems to be in
good agreement with the predictions of the simulations.

-50
0

50
100
<Vφ> [km/s]

150

Figure 11. Left panels: The distribution of hVφ i of halo stars
in the Auriga simulations that are metal-rich ([Fe/H] > −1, red)
and metal-poor ([Fe/H] < −1, blue). All halo stars with Galactocentric radius 5 < r/kpc < 50 and height above disc plane |z| > 4
kpc, are shown in the top panels, and old halo stars (Tform > 10
Gyr) are shown in the bottom panels. Right panels: The variation of hVφ i with Galactocentric radius. Solid red (metal-rich)
and line-filled blue (metal-poor) regions indicate the 10th/90th
percentile ranges for the 30 Auriga haloes. The median values
are shown with the solid lines. Metal-richer stars tend to have a
stronger (prograde) rotation signal than the metal-poorer stars.
However, the old halo stars show a much milder metallicity correlation.

addition, the orbital angular momentum of massive accreted
satellites can align with the host disc angular momentum
after infall. Indeed, Gómez et al. (2017a) show that when
ex situ discs are formed from the accretion of massive satellites the angular momentum of the dwarfs can be initially
misaligned with the disc but can rapidly become aligned
after infall. Furthermore, this alignment is not just due to a
change in the satellite orbit, but also because of a response
of the host galactic disc!
Note that, as mentioned above, some of the old stars will
also belong to the in situ halo component, which are more
likely biased towards prograde (or disc-like) orbits. Thus,
it is likely that those haloes with minor net rotation are
less dominated by in situ populations. Indeed, the mild prograde rotation we see in the observational samples suggests
that the in situ component of the Milky Way is relatively
minor. Moreover, as more recent, massive mergers will lead
to higher net spin in the halo, the weak rotation signal in the
Milky Way halo is indicative of a quiescent merger history
(see e.g. Gardner 2001; Vitvitska et al. 2002).
In Fig. 11 we show how the rotation signal of the Auriga
stellar haloes depends on metallicity. We define “metal-rich
and “metal-poor” populations as halo stars with metallicities above/below 1/10th of solar ([Fe/H] = −1). This metallicity boundary was chosen as it roughly corresponds to the
median metallicity of the old halo stars in the simulations.
However, as is the case in the observations, our choice of
metallicity boundary is fairly arbitrary. When all halo stars
MNRAS 000, 1–16 (2017)

6.2.1

Tests with mock observations

In Figure 10 we showed the “true” average rotation signal
of the Auriga stellar haloes. This is computed for all halo
stars within the SDSS footprint with 5 < r/kpc < 50 and
|z| > 4 kpc directly from the simulations. Now, we generate
mock observations from the simulated stellar haloes to see
if we can recover this rotation signal using the likelihood
method described in Section 5. For the mock observations,
we convert spherical coordinates (r, θ, φ) into Galactocentric
coordinates (D, `, b), and place the “observer” at the position of the Sun (x, y, z) = (−8.5, 0, 0) kpc. Old halo stars
are identified (Tform > 10 Gyr) in the coordinate ranges
5 < r/kpc < 50 and |z| > 4 kpc, and N ∼ 4000 − 8000
are randomly selected within the SDSS footprint (see Fig.
3). The tangential Galactic velocity components (V` , Vb ) are
converted into proper motions, and we apply a scatter of
2 mas/yr, which is the typical observational uncertainty in
the SDSS-Gaia sample. After applying our modeling technique, we show the resulting best-fit hVφ i parameters in Fig.
12. The left, middle and right panels show RRL-, BHB- and
K giant-like mocks. The RRL mocks have N ∼ 8000 stars
randomly selected and we marginalise over the line-of-sight
velocity. All three Galactic velocity components are used for
the BHB and K giant mocks, but the sample sizes are smaller (N ∼ 4000 − 5000), and we apply a scatter of 0.35 dex to
the distance moduli of the “K giant” stars. Note that we also
use these mocks to ensure that we can safely ignore the small
(∼ 10%) distance uncertainties in the RRL and BHB populations. In Fig. 12 we show the difference between the true
and inferred hVφ i values as a function of the true rotation signal. The distribution of ∆hVφ i = hVφ iLIKE − hVφ iTRUE,HALO
is similar for all three mock tests, with median offset of ∼ 1
km s−1 and σ = 1.48× MAD of ∼ 5 km s−1 (see righthand inset)3 . Thus, even with observational proper motion
errors of order the proper motions themselves, we are able
to recover the average rotation signal of the stellar halo to
< 10 km s−1 . Note that this level of scatter in the simulations is typically less than the systematic uncertainty in the
SDSS-Gaia proper motion catalog of 0.1 mas/yr.

3

Note that we attribute the outliers with large ∆hVφ i to significant substructures in the Auriga haloes.
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Figure 12. A comparison between the “true” rotation signal in the Auriga haloes and the value estimated by applying our likelihood
procedure to mock observations. Old halo stars (Tform > 10 Gyr) in the simulations are identified in the range 5 < r/kpc < 50, and
N ∼ 4000 − 8000 are randomly selected within the SDSS footprint with |z| > 4 kpc. The positions and velocities of the stars are converted
into Galactic coordinates, and we apply a scatter of 2 mas/yr when converting to proper motions. The left, middle and right panels
show RRL, BHB and K giant “like” mocks. The RRL mocks have N ∼ 8000 stars randomly selected and the line-of-sight velocity is
presumed to be unknown. All three Galactic velocity components are used for the BHB and K giant mocks, but the sample size is smaller
(N ∼ 4000 − 5000). Finally, for the K giant mocks, we also apply a scatter of 0.35 dex to the distance moduli of the stars. The error bars
show the 1σ confidence derived from the likelihood analysis. The true rotation signal is typically recovered to within 5 km s−1 (median
∼ 1 km s−1 , σ = 1.48 × MAD ∼ 5 km s−1 ). Note that the outliers with |hVφ iLIKE − hVφ iTRUE,HALO | > 20 km s−1 are likely due to
substructure in the Auriga haloes.
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CONCLUSIONS

We have combined the exquisite astrometry from Gaia DR1
and recalibrated astrometry of SDSS images taken some
∼ 10 − 15 years earlier to provide a stable and robust catalog of proper motions. Using spectroscopically confirmed
QSOs, we estimate typical proper motion uncertainties of
∼ 2 mas/yr down to r ∼ 20 mag, which are stable to variations in colour and magnitude. Furthermore, we estimate
systematic errors to be of order 0.1 mas/yr, which is unrivaled by any other dataset of similar depth. We exploit
this new SDSS-Gaia proper motion catalogue to measure
the net rotation of the Milky Way stellar halo using RRL,
BHB and K giant halo tracers. Our main conclusions are
summarised as follows.
• We identify (RRL) halo stars that belong to the Sgr
stream and compare the SDSS-Gaia proper motions along
the stream to the Law & Majewski (2010) model. In general, there is excellent agreement with the model predictions
for the Sgr leading and trailing arms. Furthermore, previous
proper motion measurements in the literature of the Sgr
stream (Carlin et al. 2012; Koposov et al. 2013; Sohn et al.
2015) agree very well with the new SDSS-Gaia proper motions. These comparisons are a reassuring validation that
these new proper motions can be used to probe the Milky
Way halo.
• We construct samples of RRL, BHB and K giant stars in
the halo with measured proper motions, distances, and (for
the spectroscopic samples) line-of-sight velocities. Using a
likelihood procedure, we measure a weak prograde rotating
stellar halo, with hVφ i ∼ 5−25 km s−1 . This weakly rotating
signal is similar for all three halo samples, and varies little
with Galactocentric radius out to 50 kpc. In addition, there
is tentative evidence that the rotation signal correlates with
metallicity, whereby metal-richer BHB and K giant stars
exhibit slightly stronger prograde rotation.
• The state-of-the-art Auriga simulations are used to
compare our results with the expectations from the ΛCDM
model. The simulated stellar haloes tend to have a net pro-

grade rotation with 0 . Vφ /kms−1 . 120. However, when
we compare with “old” (Tform > 10 Gyr) halo stars in the
simulations, which are more akin to the old halo tracers like
BHBs and RRL, the prograde signal is weaker and typically
Vφ . 80 km s−1 , in good agreement with the observations.
Metal-rich(er) halo stars in the simulations are biased towards stronger prograde rotation than metal-poor(er) halo
stars. It is likely that this correlation is, in part, due to contamination by disc stars and/or halo stars formed in situ,
which are more (kinematically) akin to a disc component.
However, the rotation signal of the old halo stars, which are
likely dominated by accreted stellar stars, shows only weak,
if any, dependence on metallicity. Again, this is in line with
the observations.

• The weak prograde rotation of the Milky Way halo is
in agreement with the simulations, but is still relatively low
compared to the full Auriga suite of 30 haloes (∼ 20th percentile). It is also worth remembering that the net spin of
the halo disappears entirely if the circular velocity at the
position of the Sun is set to the “standard” 220 km s−1 .
Furthermore, the systematic uncertainty in the SDSS-Gaia
proper motions of ∼ 0.1 mas/yr means that rotation signals
. 10 km s−1 are also consistent with zero. This mild, or zero,
halo rotation suggests that above z = 4 kpc, the Milky Way
has (a) a minor, or non-existent, in situ halo component
and, (b) undergone a relatively quiescent merger history.

• Finally, we use the simulated stellar haloes to quantify
the systematic uncertainties in our modeling procedure. Using mock observations, we find that the rotation signals can
typically be recovered to < 10 km s−1 . However, we do find
that substructures in the halo can significantly bias the results. Indeed, in regions that the Sgr stream is prominent (e.g.
20 < r/kpc < 30) our measured rotation signal is increased
by the Sgr members.
MNRAS 000, 1–16 (2017)
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our proper motion catalog are minimal, and we can safely
use QSOs to quantify our statistical and systematic proper
motion uncertainties.
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APPENDIX A: QSO PROPER MOTIONS
In Fig. A1 we explore how the median QSO proper motions vary with position on the sky. We find that the systematics on the sky are at the level of 0.1-0.2 mas/yr with
maximal (mostly non-systematic) deviations of 0.5 mas/yr.
This is in stark contrast to what Tian et al. (2017) found
for their Gaia-PS1-SDSS proper motion catalog, where the
QSO proper motions have systematic patterns with amplitudes of 2 mas/yr. Tian et al. (2017) suggest that these
large variations could be due to differential chromatic refraction (DCR) induced motions in the QSOs. Although
QSOs are appealing objects to test for proper motion uncertainties and systematics, the possibility of DCR affects is
worrisome. However, for discernible DCR affects we would
expect strong correlations with airmass and a QSO redshift
dependence that does not average to zero (see Figure 3 of
Kaczmarczik et al. 2009). By comparison with Figure 11 in
Leistedt et al. (2013) we find little correlation between the
QSO proper motions with airmass. Furthermore, we showed
in Fig. 2 that there is little dependence on the QSO proper
motion distributions with g − r colour (and therefore redshift). We therefore conclude that DCR related affects in
MNRAS 000, 1–16 (2017)
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Figure A1. The median QSO proper motions in bins of RA and DEC. The µδ and µα components are shown in the top and bottom
panels, respectively. The inset panels show the median proper motions in bins of RA. The grey filled region indicates systematic offsets
of ±0.1 mas/yr, and the dotted lines show deviations of ±0.3 mas/yr. We find no significant trends with systematics and position on the
sky.
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